Instructions for Assembly
The TopspinPro is a visual & kinaesthetic tennis training aid
which helps a player quickly learn the correct way to play a topspin groundstroke.

What’s in the Box
Stand (tripod)

Head unit
(including ball)

2 x fabric
screen panels

Green Carry Bag

Spares: elastic,
washers, ball
stoppers, etc.

Two–Minute Assembly
1.

3.

Insert the thin front legs of the stand into the leg holders as guided
by the internal elastic. The legs should slide in about 2 cm.

Insert the rods of the screen panels into the small holes in the
screen-holders.

2.

Slide the square aluminium shaft of the head unit into
the top of the stand. Ensure the side with the holes is
facing up.

4.

Loop the elastics around the cleats to keep the screens
in position and the fabric taut.

Adjusting ball arm dampener & increasing ball resistance

A

B

Adjust this nut to set the correct friction on the ball arm.
This will slow down the ball arm and reduce how much the unit moves.
However, be careful not to make it so tight that the arm no longer moves.
Loop the elastic around the locknut a couple of times if you want to
increase the resistance the ball offers the racket on impact.

For videos on assembly, instructions, drills & tips see: topspinpro.com/instructions

Warranty & Safety Notice

Warranties & Replacement Parts
We provide a general ONE YEAR warranty for the TopspinPro under reasonable use.
However, as a result of the nature of how the TopspinPro may be used some components are
subject to wear & tear and will need replacing sooner. The warranty on the fabric screen panels
and the tennis ball is SIX MONTHS.
Please contact TopspinPro Ltd or visit topspinpro.com to purchase replacement parts.
Maintenance: There are no specific maintenance requirements. The unit is designed to be easily
dis-assembled and stored indoors in the bag provided.

Safety Notice
The TopspinPro is not a toy and is not suitable for children under 5. Always follow the assembly
instructions. Children under 16 should be supervised by an adult.
The TopspinPro is designed to be used for learning and practicing particular tennis strokes. It
should not be used for any other purpose. Follow the instructions ‘How to Use the TopspinPro’.
Always ensure that the equipment is placed on firm, flat ground, with sufficient room around it
to enable the user to use it comfortably and safely. Be aware of people around you when using
the equipment.
Take care when handling the unit and components during use, assembly, dis-assembly and
storage. Keep components (e.g. anything sharp or small) away from eyes and mouth. The
small components can be a choking hazard. Please ensure they are permanently attached to
the product or put away carefully. The plastic bags in the packaging can be a suffocation risk.
Please ensure they are disposed of.
Do not attempt to remove the fibreglass rods from the screen panels. They are under significant
tension and instantly spring straight if removed from the green fabric sleeves. They do so
so swiftly that they pose a serious injury risk, particularly to the eyes. If you suspect there is
something wrong with your screen panels please stop using them immediately and contact
TopspinPro Ltd for a replacement.

Original product tested by MTS (UK) Ltd in accordance with the following standards:
EU Directive on General Product Safety
2001/95/EC

UK General Product Safety Regulations,
Statutory Instrument 2005 No 1803

PD CEN/TR 13387 Parts 1-5:2015 Child Use and
Care Articles – General Safety Guidelines

The TopspinPro is protected by patents in the United States (US 9,623,312 B2), Japan, China, Australia and it is patent-pending in Europe.
It is manufactured in China and is imported into Europe, the US, Canada, Japan, Australia and South Africa by:
TopspinPro Ltd, 1 Cedars Road, SW4 0QD, London, United Kingdom

